Clean Agent Extinguishing System Permits

Clean agent extinguishing systems are issued from the BFD’s standard installation application, with additional information required because of the nature and added control required for these systems. Speak with one of the BFD Fire Protection Engineers for additional guidance if needed, 617-343-2043.

Inergen
- Fire Prevention Division Sprinkler Permit Application.
- Fire Alarm Permit, to review Inergen panel and devices.
- Sequence of Operation.
- See plan requirements online.

FM-200, CO₂, Halons
- Fire Prevention Division Sprinkler Permit Application.
- Fire Alarm Permit, to review agent panel and devices.
- Sequence of Operation.
- Floor plans for egress review.
- Room integrity test methodology.
- Mechanical drawings and documentation for purge system, if required or provided.
- Emergency breathing apparatus provided to area occupants.
- See plan requirements online.